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A Survey of H-vectors and Local H-vectors

Clara Chan, JSPS Fellow
Department of Mathematics

Hokkaido University
Kita-ku, Sapporo 060

Abstract

The h-vector of a simplicial complex is a well-known combinatorial invariant which
has been studied from the points of view of algebraic topology, commutative al-
gebra, and toric varieties. We present main results on h-vectors and generalized
h-vectors (for polyhedral complexes). We also examine local h-vectors, which mea-
sure how h-vectors change under simplicial subdivision.

1 Introduction to H-vectors
The following is a brief introduction to the theory of h-vectors. For a more
complete survey (and references), I highly recommend [Stan85].

We begin with the simplicial case. Let $\triangle$ be a $(d-1)$-dimensional simpli-
cial complex (e.g., boundary of a simplicial convex polytope), and let $f(\triangle)$

denote its face-vector $(f_{-1}, f_{0}, \ldots, f_{d-1})$ , where $f_{i}$ denotes the number of i-
dimensional faces of $\triangle$ , and by convention, $f_{-1}=1$ . What can we say about
$f(\triangle)$ ?

If $\triangle$ is homeomorphic to the sphere $S^{d-1}$ , then the well-known Euler
Formula says that $\tilde{\mathcal{X}}(\triangle)=(-1)^{d-1}$ , where $\tilde{\mathcal{X}}(\triangle)=\sum_{i=-1}^{d-1}(-1)^{i}f_{i}$.

$|f\Delta$ is $1k$ $b_{0\iota\wedge\prime i}a_{\eta}\infty m\varphi kx\circ P$ a $noc+\infty \mathcal{M}_{V}\circ\gamma|$

$\theta\iota\prime b$ $\Delta^{\underline{\sim}}S^{l}$ anA $p(A)\underline{-}(|6, l2_{j}8)$ .
So $\tilde{\chi}(\Delta I\sim\sim-|*6rightarrow \mathfrak{l}2$ 1卜 8 $– \int$ .
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To find out more about $f(\Delta)$ , we need to study the h-vector $h(\triangle)$ , first
defined by Stanley to be $h(\Delta)=(h_{0}, h_{1}, \ldots, h_{d})$ , where

$\sum_{i=0}^{d}f_{i-1}(x-1)^{d-i}=\sum_{i=0}^{d}h;x^{d-i}$ .

Note also that $\sum_{i}h_{i}x^{i}=\sum_{F\in\Delta}x^{*F}(1-x)^{d-*F}$ follows easily from the
definition. This is a useful identity as we will see later.

It turns out that the h-vector is in many senses more desirable than the
$f$-vector, and provides the same information anyway, since if $A$ is the matrix
with entries $a_{ij}=(-1)^{i-j}(_{d-i}^{d-j})$ for $i,j=0,1,$ $\ldots,$

$d-1$ , then $A\cdot f(\triangle)=h(\Delta)$ .
$i.e.$ , since $A$ is an invertible linear transformation, finding linear relations
among the $f_{i}’ s$ is equivalent to finding linear relations among the $h;s$ .

Here are a couple of easy examples of the greater simplicity of the h-
vector:

1. If $\triangle=2^{V}$ , the simplex with vertex set $V=\{1,2, \ldots , d\}$ , then $f(\triangle)=$

$((0d), (_{1}^{d}),$
$\ldots,$

$(_{d}^{d}))$ while $h(\triangle)=(1,0, \ldots, 0)$

2. If $\triangle$ is homoemorphic to $S^{d-1}$ , then Euler’s Formula expressed in terms
of $h(\triangle)$ is simply $h_{d}=h_{0}$

Unfortunately, the h-vector lacks combinatorial meaning in general. In
some cases $h_{i}<0$ , in which case it clearly can not count anything.
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$f–(t_{1}5,6,2)\Rightarrow k\overline{-}(1,2_{l}-| 0)$ .
$L_{A_{l}<}$ O.

However, when $\triangle$ is the boundary of a simplicial convex polytope, and in
many other cases, it $is$ possible to prove that $h(\Delta)\geq 0$ by finding combina-
torial meaning for each $h_{i}$ . The following theorem is due to McMullen and
Brugesser-Mani.

Theorem 1.1 If $\triangle$ is the boundary of a simplicial convex polytope $\mathcal{P}$ , then
$h(\triangle)\geq 0$ .

Proof: Choose a generic line $G$ through the interior of $\mathcal{P}(i.e.$ , for any two
maximal faces of $\triangle,$ $G$ intersects their affine spans in distinct points). From
the interior of $\mathcal{P}$ , walk along $G$ in one direction (it doesn’t matter which), and
label the maximal faces of $\triangle$ in the order in which $G$ intersects their affine

By [Br-Ma], the ordering $F_{1},$
$\ldots,$

$F_{f}$ which results is a shelling of $\mathcal{P},$ $i.e.$ , for
each $i>1$ , the intersection $F_{i} \cap(\bigcup_{j<i}F_{j})$ is homeomorphic to a $(d-2)-$
dimensional ball or sphere. Thus by McMullen (see [Stan?]), $h_{i}=\#\{j$ :
$F_{j} \cap(\bigcup_{j<i}F_{j})$ has exactly $i$ faces of dimension $d-2$ }, so clearly $h;\geq 0$ . $’\square$

Note that the proof holds for any shellable $\Delta,$ $i.e.$ , any simplicial complex
$\Delta$ whose maximal faces have all the same dimension and can be ordered as
a shelling.
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$Mh\iota kn\iota\}\not\in\kappa sh)AFna\nu c’\dagger’\iota_{L}$ $r\iota M66e4_{8^{ZO}}\tilde{n}\backslash d$ \dagger A4,
$\dot{t}n+e\kappa edi\sigma\iota\iota 6b$ A $b\alpha\iota oi\mathcal{H}_{1}pre\vee\grave{\infty}$us $\neq\alpha ces\downarrow n\not\in\omega shd\mathfrak{l}\downarrow\dot{\eta}$ .

$-|\phi\iota u\b_{S}W\mathfrak{m}1.l$ , $\ltimes(\Delta)arrow-C1,3_{j}3,1\backslash$

Notice that (1, 3, 3, 1) is symmetric. This is true for all Eulerian com-
plexes, which are defined as follows: For any $F\in\triangle$ , the link of $F$ in $\triangle$ is the
subcomplex $lk_{\Delta}F=\{S\in\triangle : S\cap F=\phi, S\cup F\in\triangle\}$ , where $S\cup F$ denotes
the face of $\triangle$ with the vertices of $S$ and $F$ . If all the maximal faces of $\triangle$ are
the same dimension and $\tilde{\mathcal{X}}(lk_{\Delta}F)=(-1)^{dim(lk_{\Delta}F)}$ for all $F\in\triangle$ , then $\triangle$ is
an Eulerian complex. For example, if $\triangle$ is homeomorphic to $S^{d-1}$ , then $\triangle$

is Eulerian. All Eulerian complexes satisfy the Dehn-Sommerville Equations
(proved in greater generality in [Stan87]):

Theorem 1.2 If $\triangle$ is Eulerian, then $h;=h_{d-i}$ for all $i$ .

Proof:

$\sum_{i}h_{i}x^{i}$
$=$

$\sum_{F\in\Delta}x^{\# F}(1-x)^{d-\# F}$

$=$
$\sum_{F\in\Delta}\sum_{s\subseteq F}(x-1)^{\# F-\# S}(1-x)^{d-\# F}$

$=$
$\sum_{S\in\Delta}(x-1)^{d-\# S}\sum_{F\in\Delta,S\subseteq F}(-1)^{d-*F}$

$=$
$\sum_{S\in\Delta}(x-1)^{d-\# S}(-1)^{dim(lk_{\Delta}S)}\tilde{\mathcal{X}}(lk_{\Delta}S)$

$=$
$\sum_{S\in\Delta}(x-1)^{d-\# S}=\sum_{i}f:-1(x-1)^{d-i}=\sum_{i}h;x^{d-i}$ .

so $h_{i}=h_{d-i}$ for all $i$ , as desired. $\square$

The Dehn-Sommerville Equations represent the most general linear rela-
tions to hold among h-vectors (hence also $f$-vectors) of Eulerian complexes.
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It is not true, however, that a symmetric h-vector must belong to an Eulerian
complex:

$kb1=$ (1) $2_{1}|$ ) $e\vee n\iota rr\kappa 1\dot{n}c$ )
$b\alpha t$

$\Delta$ $nc\star$ $\subseteq \mathcal{M}\epsilon vi\alpha’\backslash$. $(b_{lR}dM\chi)$ .

2 H-vectors in Commutative Algebra
Now let us move on to the connection to commutative algebra. (See [Stan83,
Chapter 2] for background.)

Let $K$ be any field, and let $\{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ denote the vertices of a $(d-1)-$
dimensional simplicial complex $\triangle$ . Form the polynomial ring $K[x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n}]$

and the ideal $I(\triangle)\subset K[x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n}]$ generated by monomials of the form
$x^{G}=\Pi_{i\in G}x_{i}$ where $G\not\in\triangle$ . Then $K[\triangle]$ $:= \frac{K[x_{1},\ldots,x_{n}]}{I(\Delta)}$ is the Stanley-Reisner
ring of $\triangle$ over $K$ , with the standard grading from $K[x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n}]$ .

Let $\theta_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}$ be homogeneous elements of $K[\triangle]$ , and let $(\theta)$ denote the

ideal generated by the $\theta_{i}’ s$ . Then $\theta_{1},$

$\ldots$ , $\theta_{d}$ is a homogeneous system of pa-
rameters $(h.s.0.p.)$ for $K[\triangle]$ if $\lrcorner_{\theta^{\Delta}}K\lrcorner\int$

) is finite-dimensional as a K-vector space.
From now on we assume that $I\iota 1S$ infinite, so that by the Noether Normal-
ization Lemma, $K[\triangle]$ must have an h.s.o.p. of degree 1.

$\Theta_{1}\overline{-}Y_{\mathfrak{l}}-X,$ $\epsilon_{t-}-$ -x,, $*\Leftrightarrow\Leftrightarrow-\kappa_{!}$ .
$kl\cdot A]\approx Kf_{l^{X}x_{t’}^{\dagger}x_{J^{2/};)^{3l}}^{\kappa\cross x_{\iota?}}}$ $ot \iota d\frac{k[6]}{\zeta g)}\underline{arrow}K+K\cdot X_{\forall}\star K\cdot x_{4}^{\iota}$

$each\theta_{i}isanon- zero- divisoron\frac{fo_{K.r\Delta\rceil}r.som}{(\theta_{1},.,\theta_{1-1})}.Inthiscasewesa^{P}yK[\triangle]isaCohen- Macaulayringife(henceevery)h.s.0.$

.
$that\triangle is\theta_{1},\ldots,$

$\theta_{d}$ ,

a Cohen-Macaulay complex. ( $e.g.$ , the example shown above is Cohen-
Macaulay.)

The following theorem of Reisner simplifies the question of when $\Delta$ is
Cohen-Macaulay (see [Reis]):

Theorem 2.1 $\triangle$ is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if $\tilde{H}_{i}(lk_{\Delta}F;K)=0$ for all
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$i<dim(lk_{\Delta}F)$ and all $F\in\Delta$ .

Corollary 2.2 If $\triangle$ is homeomorphic to a sphere or ball, or if $\Delta$ is shellable,
then $\triangle$ is Cohen-Macaulay.

Since we already know that shellable $\Delta$ have $h(\Delta)\geq 0$ , it is natural to
ask if the same is true for Cohen-Macaulay $\triangle$ . The following theorem of
Stanley answers our question.

Theorem 2.3 If $\triangle$ is Cohen-Macaulay, then $0\leq h_{i}\leq(_{:}^{Jo-d+i-1})$ for all $i$ .

Proof: Let $\theta_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}\in K[\triangle]$ be an h.s.$0.p$ . of degree 1. Since $\Delta$ is Cohen-

Macaulay, each $\theta_{i}$ is a non-zero-divisor in $\frac{K.[\Delta]}{(\theta_{1},..,\theta_{i-1})}$ so the Poincare series
$F(+)x)=(1-x)^{d}F(K[\triangle],x)$ . Since $F(K[ \Delta], x)=\Sigma_{F\in\Delta}(\frac{x}{1-x})\neq F$ , it
follows that $F(K\lrcorner_{(\theta)}\Delta\lrcorner x)=\Sigma_{i}h_{i}x^{i}$ .

Thus $h_{i}\geq 0$ and $h_{i}\leq the$ number of distinct monomials of degree $i$ in $h_{1}$

variables, so $h;\leq(if_{0}-d+i-1)$ , as desired. $\square$

This theorem is sometimes called the “Upper Bound Conjecture” because
(thanks to McMullen), it implies the following result for $f$-vectors of spheres:

Theorem 2.4 If $\triangle$ is homeomorphic to $S^{d-1}$ and $P$ is a convex polytope with
$f_{0}(\Delta)$ distinct vertices of the form $(t_{i}, t^{2}:’\ldots, t^{d})\in R^{d}$ , then $f_{i}(\triangle)\leq f_{i}(\mathcal{P})$

for all $i$ .

3 Intersection Homology and Generalized H-
vectors

Now let us consider an application of intersection homology theory to h-
vectors. (See [Stan87] for background and references.)

If $\triangle$ is the boundary of a rational convex d-dimensional polytope $\mathcal{P}$ with
$0$ in its interior, then $\triangle$ defines a fan of rational cones in $R^{d}$ which in turn
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defines a complex toric variety $X$ (see [Dan]) such that $IH_{2i+1}(X;Q)=0$

and $dim_{Q}IH_{2i}(X;Q)=h_{i}(\Delta)$ for all $i$ . Thus, as noticed by Stanley, not
only is $h(\triangle)$ symmetric (Dehn-Sommerville, or Poincare Duality), but $h(\Delta)$

is also unimodal, $i.e.$ ,

$h_{0}\leq h_{1}\leq\ldots\leq h_{L\frac{d}{2}J}\geq\ldots\geq h_{d}$ ,

by the Hard Lefschetz Theorem for Intersection Homology.
Since every simplicial convex polytope is combinatorially equivalent to

a rational polytope, this means that the boundary of any simplicial convex
polytope has unimodal h-vector.

It is now natural to ask whether or not the definition of h-vector gener-
alizes to polyhedral complexes so that it still corresponds to the Intersection
Homology betti numbers in the case of rational convex polytopes. The an-
swer is yes. (Note that the old definition doesn’t work, for example, for the
boundary of a 3-dimensional cube, the old h-vector would be $(1, 5, -1,1)$ ,
which is not unimodal, symmetric, nor nonnegative!)

Let $\Gamma$ be a $(d-1)$-dimensional polyhedral complex. If $\Gamma$ is simplicial,
then the old definition says that $h(\Gamma)=(h_{0}, \ldots, h_{d})$ such that $\sum_{i}h;x^{d-i}=$

$\Sigma_{f\in\Gamma}(x-1)^{d-\# F}$ . Let $h(\Gamma, x)$ denote $\sum_{i}h_{i}x^{d-i}$ . For general $\Gamma$ , Stanley
defined the generalized h-vector $h(\Gamma)$ as follows:

1. $\overline{h(\phi,x}$) $=g(\phi, x)=1$

2. $\overline{h(\Gamma,x)}=\Sigma_{f\in\Gamma}g(\partial f, x)(x-1)^{d-r(f)}$ , where $r(f)=1+dim(f)$ , and
$\partial f=\{f’\in\Gamma : f’\subset\neq f\}$

3. $g(\Gamma,x)=\Sigma_{i0}^{L\frac{d}{=^{2}}J}(k_{i}-k_{i-1})x^{i}$ , where $\overline{h(\Gamma,x)}=\Sigma_{i}k_{i}x^{i}$

Proposition 3.1 If $\Gamma=\partial 2^{V}$ , then $g(\Gamma, x)=1$ . (Hence the generalized
h-vector agrees with the old definition, in the simplicial case.)

Proof: By induction on the dimension of F. Let $d=1+dim\Gamma$ . (so $\#V$

$=d+1.)$ Then $\overline{h(\Gamma,x)}=\Sigma_{f\in\Gamma}g(\partial f, x)(x-1)^{d-r(f)}$ , but $g(\partial f,x)=1$ for all
$f\in\Gamma$ , by inductive hypothesis. So $\overline{h(\Gamma,x)}=\sum_{f\in\Gamma}(x-1)^{d-\# J}=\frac{x^{d+1}-1}{x-1}=$

$1+x+\ldots+x^{d}$ , by an application of the binomial theorem. So $g(\Gamma, x)=1$ ,
as claimed. $\square$
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Let’s compute the generalized h-vector of the square:

$\overline{h(\emptyset_{j}x)}--9^{[\partial\phi,\kappa)(\kappa-1)^{3_{+}}}l\int 9^{\zeta\partial,x)(xarrow 11^{l}\neq i}9^{\zeta\partial 1_{X)(X-1)+}},9^{\zeta\partial\otimes,\kappa)}\ell$

$–( X-I\varphi_{+}\angle\{(X-\mathfrak{l})2_{-\ell}t\cdot il\kappa-\int)+l\mathfrak{l}*x)-rightarrow$ $x^{f}+x^{z}$

$( \}\phi\frac{1e\star ha+}{h(\partial\emptyset,x})9_{-,-}^{(}\frac{a\emptyset,xt--}{h(\square _{t}x)}\int_{-}+xsi\eta_{2}oe_{d}-(Y-|)\forall CY-t)\#^{t}i\overline{-}x^{z_{*2\chi t\int}}$

. $)$

So $hl\emptyset$ ) $–(I, |O_{)}o)$ .

The generalized h-vector has the following properties:
1. (Stanley) If $\Gamma$ is the boundary of a rational convex polytope then

$h(\Gamma)$ is unimodal (by the same argument as in the simplicial case). However,
it is not true that every convex polytope is combinatorially equivalent to a
rational one in the non-simplicial case. (An 8-dimensional example is due to
Perles.)

2. (Stanley) If $\Gamma$ is homeomorphic to $S^{d-1}$ then $h(\Gamma)$ is symmetric. (the
Dehn-Sommerville Equations for generalized h-vectors.) The proof is similar
to that for the simplicial case, but uses M\"obius inversion on the face poset
of $\Gamma$ .

3. (Chan) If $\Gamma$ is shellable and each face of $\Gamma$ is combinatorially equivalent
to a geometric cube, then $h(\Gamma)\geq 0$ . In particular, if $F_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$F_{r}$ is a shelling

of $\Gamma$ and $d=1+dim(\Gamma)$ , let $s_{ij}$ denote the number of $F_{k}’ s$ such that $F_{k}\cap$

$( \bigcup_{m<k}F_{m})$ has exactly $i$ unpaired and $j$ antipodal pairs of $(d-2)$-dimensional
faces, and define $f_{d}(i,j, x)=\Sigma_{k=0}^{d}c_{d}(i,j, k)^{k}$ as follows:

1. if $j<d-1$ , then $c_{d}(i,j, k)$ is the number of d-vertex plane-trees with
exactly $k$ nonforks which are not $1’,$

$\ldots,$
$i’$ nor $1”,$ $\ldots,j’’$ , where $i’$ means

$i^{th}$ in preorder, with exactly one child; and $j”$ means $(d-j)^{th}$ in pre-
order, followed by a root, only, or inner child. (See [Chan91] for more
detail.)

2. $c_{d}(0, d-1, k)$ is the number of d-vertex plane-trees with exactly $k$ forks

Then $\Sigma_{i}h_{i}x^{d-i}=\Sigma_{i,j}s_{ij}f_{d}(i,j, x)$ .
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For example, let $\Gamma$ be the boundary complex of a 3-dimensional cube:
$sh\epsilon||\mathfrak{j}_{\cap}9$ : %rr+, $\dagger 0\rho,$ riqkt, $\backslash e^{g\dagger},$ $bt4\alpha\backslash$ , bo,,ck.

$(i,\dot{)})=$ $(O_{l}o))(\downarrow)ot_{r}(a,0),$ $[2.$ ) $O$)
$,$

$C1,$ $\downarrow$ )
$,$

$(o,z)$ .
Sb $S_{00}=\mathfrak{l}$ ? $s_{lO}\underline{-}1$

)
$S_{2B^{-}}^{-}2,$ $S_{l1}=\downarrow,$

$s_{\circ\iota^{\Leftrightarrow 1}}$ .
$x^{l_{1}}|\}\iota^{u}$

$A_{t^{\prime\iota}}$

$f_{3}(o_{l}o_{l}x]-arrow x^{3_{\star X^{1}}})$ $\_{3}(t,$ $0,x1=\lambda x^{a},$ $f_{l}(z,0,x1\simeq\cross\star X^{L}$,
$f_{b)}(t,\backslash x1=Z\vee$ , $P_{1}(0_{1}2,x3--1\star\cross$ .

$\urcorner h^{\mu}S$
$\overline{b(\Gamma,x)}_{\overline{\wedge}}(X^{\}*x^{(\iota}Ja(ZX^{q})\star q(x+r)*C2X)*$ (lt $\chi$) $\approx x^{q}*5x^{z_{\star 5\cross+\int}}$

$s_{0}ht^{\ulcorner)-}- t1)S,$ $5_{/}|$)

A natural open question is: If $\Gamma$ is any shellable polyhedral complex then
is $h(\Gamma)\geq 0$?

4 Subdivisions and Local H-vectors
The theory of local h-vectors (conceived by Stanley) was motivated by the
question: If $\triangle$

‘ is a simplicial subdivision of a Cohen-Macaulay complex $\triangle$ ,
then is $h(\triangle’)\geq h(\triangle)$? For non-Cohen-Macaulay complexes the answer can
be no, for example:

$u\underline{m}ex\alpha\underline{X_{-}\gamma}\backslash Pk$ :

$\overline{abc}$.
$\underline{\sigma}\overline{tl}$
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$6\zeta\phi)_{-}^{-\phi}$ $\sigma(\alpha)\approx 1,6(C)--2,$ $\epsilon(e)--3,6^{\cdot}C\mathfrak{a}e)\approx|3$,
$\theta(b)_{\overline{\vee}}$

$\sigma \mathfrak{c}\propto b\succarrow\varphi(bc)--12.$ ,
$6’(d)_{\overline{-}}CCc3)=\sigma Cde)\simeq 23$ ,
$G[F)\overline{-}\iota z3$ $hr\propto t1$ $0\cdot kh\propto F$

$W$ fird 6’ as $s$ hOUJM ’.

We are interested in three basic types of subdivisions:

1. Quasigeometric: No face $F\in\Gamma$ has all its vertices lying on a face of
$W\in 2^{V}$ of dimension less than $\dim F$ .

2. Geometric: $\Gamma$ can be realized so that all of its faces are convex.

$(^{*e}c^{c\mathfrak{n}qu_{\{oJr}}n_{M\iota\iota nqes2}au_{SY\mathfrak{n}L^{\{\dot{\kappa}cb\omega\psi q\not\subset om\iota+\mathfrak{n}c}}\alpha \mathfrak{n}9\dot{l}]b_{i}3-\dot{M}_{Si}MS\dot{\iota}\alpha\backslash alr^{1})$

3. Regular: $\Gamma$ can be realized as the projection of a strictly convex polyhedral
surface.

Clearly, regular implies geometric, but the converse is false ([Rud]).

Now let us define the local h-vector of $\Gamma$ with respect to $V$ , denoted
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by $l_{V}(\Gamma)=(l_{0}, l_{1}, \ldots, l_{d})$ , where $d=\# V$ . Let $h(\Gamma,x)=\Sigma_{i}h_{i}x^{i}$ if $h(\Gamma)=$

$(h_{0}, \ldots, h_{d})$ , and define

$l_{V}( \Gamma, x)=\sum_{1=0}^{d}l_{i}x^{i}=\sum_{W\subseteq V}(-1)^{*V-\# W}h(\Gamma_{W}, x)$ .

Example: If $V=\{1,2,3\}$ and $\Gamma$ is as shown below, then

$l_{V}(\Gamma, x)$ $=$ $h(\Gamma, x)-h(\Gamma_{12}, x)-h(\Gamma_{13}, x)-h(\Gamma_{23}, x)$

$+h(\Gamma_{1}, x)+h(\Gamma_{2}, x)+h(\Gamma_{3}, x)-h(\Gamma_{\emptyset}, x)$

$=$ $(1+x+x^{2})-1-1-1+1+1+1-1$
$=$ $x+x^{2}$

so $l_{V}(\Gamma)=(0,1,1,0)$ .

Alternatively, if $e(G)=\neq\sigma(G)-\# G$ for all $G\in\Gamma$ , then

$l_{V}( \Gamma, x)=\sum_{G\in\Gamma}(-1)^{d-\# G_{X}d-e(G)}(x-1)^{e(G)}$

follows from the identity $h( \triangle, x)=\sum_{F\in\Delta}x\# F(1-x)^{d-\# F}$ (see [Stan92]).

Example: For $V$ and $\Gamma$ as above,

$l_{V}(\Gamma, x)$ $=$ $\dot{3}x^{3}(x-1)^{0}$ $6-arrow\downarrow 1^{\ell*)}|\Re,$ $l3W$

$-3x^{3}(x-1)^{0}$ $\circ--\mathfrak{l}\cdot L,$ $|3,$ $\prime 13$

$-3x^{2}(x-1)^{1}$ $6–t4$ )
$W3^{t_{\sqrt{}}}$

$+3x^{3}(x-1)^{0}$ $c\underline{-}\mathfrak{l}_{\rceil}\not\subset$

)
$3$

$+x^{1}(x-1)^{2}$ 6 $\overline{-}\iota\{$

$-x^{3}(x-1)^{0}$ $G–\phi$

$=$ $x^{2}+x$
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Notes:

1. If $\Gamma=2^{V}$ and $\sigma$ is the identity map, then $l_{V}(\Gamma, x)=0$ unless $V=\emptyset$ ,
in which case $l_{V}(\Gamma, x)=1$

2. Using the above formula for $l_{V}(\Gamma, x)$ in terms of $G\in\Gamma$ , it’s easy to see
that $l_{0}=0,$ $l_{1}=the$ number of interior vertices of $\Gamma$ , and $l_{d}=\tilde{\mathcal{X}}(\Gamma)=0$

(since $\Gamma$ is homeomorphic to a ball)

If $\triangle$ is any simplicial complex, then a subdivision of $\triangle$ is another simpli-
cial complex $\triangle^{J}$ with a simplicial map $\sigma$ : $\triangle’arrow\triangle$ such that for every $F\in\triangle$ ,
the restriction of $\sigma$ to $\triangle_{F}^{J}$ is a subdivision of the simplex $2^{F}$ . The following
theorem justifies the name “local” h-vector:

Theorem 4.1 If $\triangle’$ is a subdivision of a pure simplicial complex $\Delta$ , then

$h( \triangle^{J}, x)=\sum_{F\in\Delta}l_{F}(\triangle_{F}^{J}, x)h(lk_{\Delta}F, x)$
.

This theorem is crucial in proving that $h(\triangle’, x)\geq h(\Delta,x)$ in the case when $\triangle’$

is a quasigeometric subdivision of a Cohen-Macaulay complex $\triangle$ . Its proof
relies on a technical lemma which follows from $h( \triangle, x)=\sum_{F\in\Delta}x\# F(1-$

$x)^{d-\# F}$ .
Note that if $\triangle$ is not pure ( $i.e.$ , not all maximal faces have the same

dimension). then the theorem may not hold. For example:

$\Rightarrow Z_{t4}\ l\epsilon,T\cdot hCRk^{p},$ $x2–t+3\wedge\neq h\ell_{4^{/},X)}$ .
Another important result on local h-vectors is

Theorem 4.2 For any subdivision $\Gamma$ of the simplex $2^{V}$ , the local h-vector
$l_{V}(\Gamma)=(l_{0}, l_{1}, \ldots, l_{d})$ satisfies $l_{i}=l_{d-i}$ for all $i$ .
The proof depends on the fact that $h(Int( \Gamma), x)=x^{d}h(\Gamma, \frac{1}{x})$ , which can be
proved along the same lines as the proof given for the Dehn-Sommerville
Equations.
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5 Quasigeometric Subdivisions and Commu-
tative Algebra

We now come to a main result of Stanley on local h-vectors in the quasigeo-
metric case:

Theorem 5.1 If $\Gamma$ is a quasigeometric subdivision of the simplex $2^{V}$ , then
$l_{V}(\Gamma)\geq 0$ .

The proof depends on a commutative algebra technique ([Stan92, Section
4]), which we summarize below.

Recall that $\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}$ is an h.s. $0.p$ . for $K[\Gamma]$ if it’s a set of homo-

geneous elements such that $K[\Gamma]$ is finitely generated as a $K[\theta_{1}, \ldots, \theta_{d}]-$

module. Moreover, since $\Gamma$ is homeomorphic to a ball, it’s Cohen-Macaulay,
so $h(\Gamma, x)=F(\perp, x)$ .

Now let us consider a special class of h.s. $0.p$ . $s$ for $K[\Gamma]$ . By relabelling,
we may assume that $x_{1},$ $\ldots,$

$x_{d}$ correspond to the vertices of $2^{V}$ . An h.s. $0.p$ .
$\theta_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}$ for $K[\Gamma]$ is special if each $\theta_{i}$ is a linear combination of vertices of

$\Gamma$ which do not lie on the face $V-x_{i}$ of the simplex $2^{V}$ . For example:

$\Theta_{t}-\sim x_{\mathfrak{l}}-x_{q-X_{5}}$

$S_{\iota}=x_{\iota}-x_{\{}$

$e_{3}-.X_{3}-Xq-Y_{S}$

The following useful lemma is due to Kind&Kleinschmidt:

Lemma 5.2 For any $(d-1)$ -dimensional simplicial complex $\Delta,$ $\theta_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}$

is an $h.s.0.p$ . of degree one in $K[\triangle]$ if and only if for all $F\in\triangle$ and all
$i\in F,$ $x_{i}$ is a linear combination of $\theta_{1}|_{F},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}|_{F}$ , where $\theta_{i}|_{F}$ denotes $\theta$; with

all vertices not in $F$ set to $0$ .

In the example shown above, if $F=\{1,2,4\}$ , then $\theta_{1}|_{F}=x_{1}-x_{4},$ $\theta_{2}|_{F}=$

$x_{2}-x_{4}$ , and $\theta_{3}|_{F}=-x_{4}$ , which clearly span $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $x_{4}$ . The same holds for
all $F\in\Gamma$ for this example, which verifies that $\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2},$ $\theta_{3}$ is an h.s.$0.p$ .

The lemma also shows that some subdivisions can not have special h.s.$0.p$ . $s$ .
For example if $\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2},$ $\theta_{3}$ were a special h.s. $0.p$ . for the $\Gamma$ shown below,
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$\theta_{3}|_{F}=0$ for $F=\{1,2,4\}$ , which violates the condition in the lemma.

It is not hard to show from the lemma that

Corollary 5.3 If $\Gamma$ is a subdivision of $2_{f}^{V}$ then $K[\Gamma]$ has a special $h.s.0.p$ .
if and only if $\Gamma$ is quasigeometric.

From now on we assume $\Gamma$ quasigeometric and $\theta_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}$ special. Then we

can define the local face module $L_{V}(\Gamma)$ to be the image of the ideal $(Int\Gamma)$ in
$\lrcorner_{(\theta)}K\Gamma\lrcorner$ with the standard grading. Let $L$; denote the $i^{th}$ graded piece of $L_{V}(\Gamma)$ .

For example:

$\downarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{l,},(///3^{(-}9_{\mathfrak{l}}\overline{-}x_{}-Xq.9_{L}-x_{\iota^{-Xq’\theta_{5}X_{3^{-\cross}}}}Inf’\Gamma)^{-}-(*\backslash \Rightarrow^{\overline{-}}4(P^{q})\overline{-}\frac{\kappa c.r]}{c_{KX}\circ?}-\ltimes+_{\{}Kx_{q}\backslash k\cdot\phi+^{-}K\cdot x^{l}$

$\ni L_{O}\simeq O,$ $L_{\iota^{-}}^{-}k\cdot x_{q}$ , $L_{a^{=}}\kappa_{X_{\vee^{L}}}$ , $L_{3}=O$ .
Recall that in this case, $l_{V}(\Gamma)=(0,1,1,0)$ , so $l_{i}=dim_{K}L$; for each $i$ .

Theorem 5.4 For any quasigeometric $\Gamma_{f}$ we have $l_{1}=dim_{K}L_{i}$ for all $i$ .

Proof: The proof is based on a technical lemma, which says that if $\mathcal{K}$ is the
complex

$K[ \Gamma]arrow\oplus_{i}\frac{K[\Gamma]}{N_{i}}arrow\oplus_{i<j}\frac{If[\Gamma]}{N_{i}+N_{j}}arrow\ldotsarrow\frac{K[\Gamma]}{N_{1}+\ldots+N_{d}}arrow 0$

where $N_{i}$ is the ideal generated by monomials of the form $x^{F}$ where $F\in\Gamma$

does not lie on $V-x_{i}$ , and the maps are the usual coboundary maps, then
$\frac{\mathcal{K}}{\theta\cdot \mathcal{K}}$ is exact.

Now note that $\frac{K.\lceil\Gamma\rceil}{N:_{1}+..+N:}=K[\Gamma_{V-\{i_{1},\ldots,i.\}}]$ and also that the kernel of the
map $\frac{K\lceil\Gamma\rceil}{(\theta)}arrow\oplus;\frac{K[\Gamma\rceil}{(\theta)+N_{i}}$ is simply $L_{V}(\Gamma)$ . So since $\frac{\mathcal{K}}{\theta\cdot \mathcal{K}}$ is exact,

$F(L_{V}(\Gamma), x)$ $=$ $F( \frac{K[\Gamma]}{(\theta)}, x)-F(\oplus;\frac{K[\Gamma]}{(\theta)+N_{i}}, x)\ldots+(-1)^{d}F(\frac{K[\Gamma]}{(\theta)+N_{1}+\ldots+N_{d}},x)$
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$=$ $\sum_{W\subseteq V}(-1)^{\# V-*W}F(\frac{K[\Gamma_{W}]}{(\theta)},x)$

$=$
$\sum_{W\subseteq V}(-1)^{\# V-\# W}h(\Gamma_{W},x)$

since the $\Gamma_{W}’ s$ are Cohen-Macaulay and $\theta_{1},$

$\ldots,$
$\theta_{d}$ is special. Thus $F(L_{V}(\Gamma), x)=$

$l_{v}(\Gamma, x)$ , as desired. $\square$

Theorem 5.1 follows immediately. We also have the following corollary,
which partially answers the motivating question:

Corollary 5.5 $h(\triangle^{J})\geq h(\triangle)$ for any quasigeometric subdivision $\Delta’$ of a
Cohen-Macaulay complex $\triangle$ .

Proof: $h(\triangle’, x)=\Sigma_{F\in\Delta}I_{F}(\triangle_{F}’, x)h(lk_{\Delta}F,x)=h(\triangle, x)+\Sigma_{\emptyset\neq F\in\Delta}l_{F}(\Delta_{F}’, x)h(lk_{\Delta}F, x)\geq$

$h(\triangle, x)$ , since for all $F\in\triangle,$ $\triangle’$ quasigeometric implies that $l_{F}(\Delta_{F}’, x)\geq 0$

and $\triangle$ Cohen-Macaulay implies that $lk_{\Delta}F$ Cohen-Macaulay, hence $h(lk_{\Delta}F,x)\geq$

0. $\square$

Conjecture: If $\triangle$ is Cohen-Macaulay, then $h(\Delta’)\geq h(\triangle)$ for any subdi-
vision $\triangle’$ of $\triangle$ .

An interesting question to consider is when $l_{V}(\Gamma)=0$ .
Proposition 5.6 If $l_{V}(\Gamma)=0$ and I” is any quasigeometric subdivision of
$2^{V}$ which restricts to the same subdivision of the boundary of $2^{V}$ , then $h(\Gamma’)\geq$

$h(\Gamma)$ .
Proof: By the principle of Inclusion-Exclusion, the definition of local h-
vectors implies that $h( \Gamma’, x)=\sum_{W\subset V}l_{V}(\Gamma_{W}’, x)$ . But since $\Gamma’$ and $\Gamma$ agree
on the boundary of $2^{V}$ , we have $\Gamma_{W}^{\overline{\prime}}=\Gamma_{W}$ for all proper faces $W\subset’V$ .
Thus $h(\Gamma’, x)-h(\Gamma, x)=l_{V}(\Gamma‘, x)-l_{V}(\Gamma, x)$ . But $\Gamma’$ is quasigeometric, so
$l_{V}(\Gamma’, x)\geq 0$ , and we are given that $l_{V}(\Gamma, x)=0$ . Thus $h(\Gamma‘, x)-h(\Gamma, x)\geq 0$ ,
as desired. $\square$

6 Regular Subdivisions and Intersection Ho-
mology

Now let us consider the connection between local h-vectors and intersection
homology theory. Let $X$ denote the complex toric variety associated with
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the fan $\Sigma_{X}$ of cones on the faces of the simplex $2^{V}$ . If $\Gamma$ is a subdivision
of $2^{V}$ , let $Y$ denote the complex toric variety associated with the fan $\Sigma_{Y}$ of
cones on the faces of F. Then by [Danilov], there exists a proper morphism
of toric varieties $Yarrow X$ , induced by the subdivision map $\Sigma_{Y}arrow\Sigma_{X}$ . From
this fact, Stanley deduced the following ([Stan92, Theorem 5.2]):

Theorem 6.1 If $\Gamma$ is a regular subdivision of $2^{V}$ , then $l_{V}(\Gamma)$ is unimodal.

The idea of the proof is as follows:
Because of the existence of a proper morphism from $Y$ to $X$ , the inter-
section homology of $Y$ decomposes into direct summands, each of which
corresponds to the “fiber” of $Y$ over some strata of $X$ . If we use the strat-
ification $X= \bigcup_{W\subseteq V}X^{W}$ (where $X^{W}$ denotes the inverse image under the
moment map, of the face dual to $W$ ), then we get the Poincare series
$F(IH(Y;Q), x)=\Sigma_{W\subset V}\phi^{W}(x)$ , where the $\phi^{W}’ s$ correspond to the direct
summands mentioned above. Since $F(IH(Y;Q);x)=h(\Gamma, x^{2})$ , we can as-
sume the $\phi^{W}’ s$ are polynomials in $x^{2}$ as well. $i.e.,$ $h( \Gamma, x^{2})=\sum_{W\subseteq V}\phi^{W}(x^{2})$ .
Thus by Inclusion-Exclusion we have $l_{V}(\Gamma, x)=\phi^{V}(x)$ .

Now since $\Gamma$ is regular, $Yarrow X$ is projective, so by the Hard Lefschetz
property of the decomposition theorem, each $\phi^{W}(x)$ is unimodal. Thus $l_{V}(\Gamma)$

is unimodal. $\square$

A consequence of this theorem is that if $\triangle$ is the boundary of a convex
simplicial polytope, and $\triangle’$ is a regular subdivision of $\Delta$ , then $g(\Delta’)\geq g(\triangle)$ ,
where $g(\triangle)$ $:=(h_{0}, h_{1}-h_{0}, \ldots, h_{L\frac{d}{2}J}-h_{L\frac{d}{2}J-1})$ and $h_{i}=h_{i}(\triangle)$ for all $i$ .
([Stan92, Corollary 5.3])

Up to this point we have defined local h-vectors only for simplicial sub-
divisions of simplices. It is possible to generalize the definition for arbitrary
polyhedral subdivisions of arbitrary polytopes, so that the connection to in-
tersection homology holds for rational subdivisions, but in other cases not
much is known other than symmetry. See [Stan92, Part II] for the definition
of generalized local h-vectors (in terms of the incidence algebra of the face
poset of the polytope) and related results.

In conclusion we give the following theorems of Chan, which characterize
local h-vectors in two main cases:
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Theorem 6.2 Let $l=(l_{0}, l_{1}, \ldots, l_{d})\in Z^{d+1}$ . Then $l=l_{V}(\Gamma)$ for some
subdivision $\Gamma$ of $2^{V}$ (where $\# V=d$) if and only if $l_{0}=0_{f}l_{1}\geq 0$ , and
$l_{i}=l_{d-i}$ for all $i$ .

The “only if” direction follows from results mentioned earlier (due to Stan-
ley), and the “if” direction depends on three basic constructions which appear
in [Chan92]. If $l$ is unimodal in addition to satisfying the other conditions,
the constructions yield a regular subdivision, so we have the following result
as well.

Theorem 6.3 Let $l=(l_{0}, l_{1}, \ldots, l_{d})\in Z^{d+1}$ . Then $l=l_{V}(\Gamma)$ for some
regular subdivision $\Gamma$ of $2^{V}$ (where $\# V=d$) if and only if $l_{0}=0_{f}l_{i}=l_{d-i}$

for all $i$ , and $l_{0}\leq l_{1}\leq\ldots\leq l_{L\frac{d}{2}J}\geq\ldots\geq l_{d}$ .

Conjecture (Stanley): If $\Gamma$ is quasigeometric, then $l_{V}(\Gamma)$ is unimodal.
If the conjecture is true, then Theorem 6.3 also characterizes local h-

vectors of quasigeometric subdivisions, since regular implies quasigeometric.
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